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MOTION
Mary Jane “Mae” West was bom in Brooklyn, New York, on August 17,1893. The eldest
daughter of a prizefighter and an aspiring actress, West showed her talent and love for
performance from a very young age. By 1911, West made her first Broadway appearance m.ALa
Broadway, which opened die door for wider exposure and acclaim.
West’s big break came in 1918 in the Shubert Brothers revue Sometime, which allowed
her to take creative liberties with her role to great success, and she eventually began writing her
own plays. A fearless champion of sexual empowerment, West wrote, directed, and starred in
controversial yet wildly successful plays, catching the attention of many movie executives.
In 1932, West was offered a motion picture contract by Paramount Pictures, and she
moved to Los Angeles for a long, successful career in Hollywood. She quickly stole the show in
many blockbuster films that broke various box office records, including Night After Night (1932)
and She Done Him Wrong (1933), the latter of which was nominated for an Academy Award for
Best Picture. However, she ran into more controversy with these films, resulting in the creation
of the Motion Picture Production Code, which resulted in the strict regulation of what could be
shown or said in films.
Not one to shy away from the threat of censorship, West responded by incorporating
more innuendos and double entendres in her roles to confuse censors, and her success continued
to rise. Her films consistently had the largest box office numbers in the country and by 1936,
with Klondike Annie and Go West, Young Man, Mae West became the highest paid woman and
second-highest paid person in the United States. However, increasingly strict censorship began to
erode her work, and she eventually withdrew from active show business, and became a
bestselling author, made appearances on radio and television, and recorded several rock and roll
albums. In 1978, she appeared in her last film called Sextette, capping off a truly iconic career
that saw her named 15th among the greatest female stars of classic American cinema by the
American Film Institute.
I THEREFORE MOVE that the curve 100 ft. south of the intersection at Melrose
Avenue and Windsor Avenue be named as “Mae West Curve” and that the Department of
Transportation be directed to erect permanent ceremonial sign(s) to this effect at this location.
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